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ABSTRACT: In this paper we mainly deals about low complexity decoding and reliable form of communication system with less number of errors by using hard decision decoding with iterative algorithm. In this paper we also try to achieve the performance of soft decision decoding. The iterative algorithms we describe in this paper bit flip and modified bit flip algorithm with multidimensional turbo product codes with single parity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In coding scheme concatenation of codes came in to existence which increase the code gain and the error correction reliability of large code it was first introduced in 1993 Berrou et al [1]. The major introduction to two decoding algorithm soft and hard decision decoding and their performance study. The possibility of error free communication was suggested by Elias [2]. The decoding algorithm for turbo product codes introduced are not in iterative form of system so later it was developed a iterative decoding algorithm [3]. To lower the complexity of paper introduces are considering single parity turbo product codes with soft decision decoding algorithm [4] and the Maximum a posterior algorithm (MAP) [5], the single parity product codes was designed using interleavers for multidimensional codes using soft decoding algorithm [6]. The chase decoder for turbo product codes decoding is done using the syndrome.

Our project proposed a modified bit flip algorithm i.e. weighted bit flip algorithm to overcome the disadvantage of the bit flip algorithm and to give improved decoding performance of the system using multidimensional turbo product codes.

The paper is describe as in the Section II multidimensional Turbo product code construction with a single parity codes with the same components of code. For these codes, a hard decision decoding with iterative modified algorithm and its modification with Sections III and IV. Simulations results are given in the Section V. Simulations have been performed in order to estimate the error-correcting performance in an AWGN channel for various single parity turbo product codes. The conclusions is in the last section.

II. MULTIDIMENSIONAL TURBO PRODUCT CODES

The basic concept of turbo codes is to concatenate two codes here we are working with block codes. In this paper we are using the single parity turbo product codes to lower the complexity. The components of codes having (n,k,dmin) and length of the information bits should be n-1 and the dmin gives the minimum code distance. The product code is having n2 bits and k2 information bits. The serial type of concatenation we are using in this paper. The multidimensional turbo product codes are using 2Dm, 3Dm, 4Dm and 5Dn codes are used. The 2Dm codes turbo product with single parity code shown in the fig1.
Similarly the 3Dm Turbo product codes represents the directions in X, Y and Z directions. The 3Dm turbo product codes represented in the Fig 2. This paper presents the performance of multidimensional codes with single parity.

III ENCODING OF TURBO PRODUCT CODES

Encoding turbo product codes consider the 2D codes with \((n_1, k_1)\) and \((n_2, K_2)\). The codes can be concatenated as the information bits having \(k_1\) row and \(K_2\) columns. The \(k_1\) row has the code words constructed by \(K_2\) bits and \(n_2-k_2\) parity bits. Similarly the \(K_2\) columns has the code words constructed by \(k_1\) bits and \((n_1-k_1)\) parity bits. The vertical and horizontal parity bits represented by \(P_y\) and \(P_x\).

For the 3Dm codes it takes three encoding steps. The recursive procedure used to create any dimensional code. The dimension of the code the d dimensional code requires d encoding steps having the code rate \(R\) and \(d_{min}\) distance as follows

\[
d_{min} = 2^d \quad \text{and} \quad R = \left(\frac{k}{n}\right)^d
\]

(1)

The binary data can be represented by \(d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_k\) and data is encoded by single parity horizontal and vertical. The code words given by \(c_1, c_2, c_3, \ldots, c_k\). These code words are modulate over Bpsk modulation and represented as
The channel noise used during modulation is an additive white Gaussian noise the noise components are \( n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k \).

The received code word is represented along with the additive noise component

\[ Y_i = x_i + n_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The fig 3 shown below for the AWGN probability density function for condition of \( x_i = +1 \) or \(-1\). The right part of the fig3 gives \( p(y_i | x_i = +1) \) for \( x_i = +1 \) was transmitted. The left part gives the \( p(y_i | x_i = -1) \) when \( x_i = -1 \) was transmitted and the pdfs of their random variables

![Fig: 3 The AWGN likelihood functions](image)

The hard decision decoding system only depend on the sign and threshold to decode the system it does not consider the LLR values in order to increase the reliability of decoding we are quantize the signals. The quantization done based on the levels of the signal. The three bit signal will produce 8 levels and similarly 4 bit will give 16 levels. Here each symbol represented by three bit based on levels

**IV. DECODING OF TURBO PRODUCT CODES**

This paper mainly worked on low complexity decoding and reliability of the system. We proposing the iterative algorithm of improving performance of the decoder when compared to soft decoding system.

The decoding starts when the received signal identified as binary values 0 and 1 based on the values instead of the sign of the values. The received code words are represents in dimension as they encoded based on dimension d syndrome is calculated for 2Dm codes we calculate parity check operation in x direction and in y direction as in Fig2. Similarly the syndrome calculate for 3Dm codes

![Fig: 4 (3,2)^2Dm Turbo Product Code](image)

The three dimensional turbo product codes are encoded as
The syndrome calculation in three dimensions like x, y, and z, the syndrome for x direction obtained by parity check operation in yz direction and the syndrome for y direction obtained by parity check operation in xz direction simultaneously. Each syndrome in each direction has elementary value. The syndrome values in each direction summed to get the total number of errors.

For 3Dm code the syndrome calculation equation given by

\[ S_m = S_x + S_y + S_z \] (3)

The hard decision decoding is based on the threshold. Therefore particular threshold chosen for efficient decoding. The threshold values are changes for reliable output based on the number of iterations. The bit flip if the syndrome value is greater than or equal to that threshold value at \(i^{th}\) iteration

A. Iterative Bit Flip

The bit flip algorithm is one of simple algorithm to implement. It flips the bit when the condition is satisfied it will done until given iteration is completed. But this algorithm has some disadvantage it neglects channel reliability and flip the bits once the condition is satisfied. Even all bits are correct except parity check bit are it flips the entire symbol which increase the errors. The errors are more at lower SNR values and less no of error at high SNR values. Therefore it degrades the performance of the system. So to overcome this disadvantage and to increase the reliability of decoding we are going for the modified iterative algorithm and increasing the performance of the system

B. Modified iterative Bit Flip algorithm

The modified iterative bit flip algorithm is a weighted bit flip algorithm. In this algorithm instead of flipping all bits once the condition is satisfied it check the particular bit which has error. This can be achieved by using a reliability ratio. The term reliability ratio used to checks weight of each symbol to detect which particular bit is having error.

This paper propose that this algorithm can overcome the problems of bit flip algorithm. The reliability term represented by \( R_{nm} \)

\[ R_{nm} = \beta \frac{|y_n|}{|y_{m_{\text{max}}}|} \] (4)

\( n, m \) represents the rows and columns of parity check operation based on the dimensions \( y_{m_{\text{max}}} \) Represents the maximum magnitude value from received vectors from all other symbols

\[ \sum_{n,m\in \mathbb{N}(m)} R_{mn} = 1 \] (5)

The error can be calculated as

\[ E_n = \sum_{m\in M(n)} \frac{(2s_m - 1)}{R_{mn}} \] (6)

\( s_m \) is the syndrome calculation \( E_n \) is the error check sum calculation. Normalized factor \( \beta \)

The check sum of the symbol represents which bit is reliable to flip and which bit non reliable to
Therefore by using the modified iterative bit flip algorithm we can able to make decoding reliable and keeping the same decoder complexity and near to soft decision decoding

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation using matlab software has done. The decoding using multidimensional turbo product codes as follows the 4Dm codes gives the performance at 14db at BER $10^{-10}$ in fig 4 and similarly the 5D improves the performance at 14db at BER $10^{-14}$ in fig 5. The 4D and 5D codes has undergone 20 and 30 iteration to analyse the correct threshold to improve the performance of the algorithm and it improves the performance as dimensions increases.

Fig 4: 4D Hard and Soft Decoding

The Fig 5 is the performance of 5D turbo product code which is improved Ber performance when compared to a 4D turbo product codes.

Fig 5: 5D Hard and Soft Decoding
Hence the performance improved in multidimensional as dimension changes and also achieved the BER performance of soft decision decoding shown in Fig 6

![Graph showing performance vs Eb/No for 4D and 5D Hard and Soft Decoding](image)

**VI. CONCLUSION**

In this paper we proposed a new iterative algorithm to overcome the disadvantage of the existing algorithm. The algorithm is applied on the multidimensional turbo product codes to lower the complexity we are using single parity to achieve improved error performance. The hard decision low complexity kept same and also make decoding reliable without completely neglecting likelihood values. The results after simulation gives that the 5Dn codes with 4 bits and 16 level quantization gives the performance improvement in BER. Hence we justify the algorithm performance has improved the decoding reliability and has come nearer to the performance to the soft decision decoding. Therefore we conclude the paper
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